
B. TECH (VII SEM ) BACK PAPER EXAMINATION,
2015-16

TCS-072 - Soft Computing

Q.1. Attempt any four parts.
a) Define Soft Computing. What are the different learning paradigms?
b) What is an activation function? Explain its characteristics.
c) Discuss in detail operatio ns and properties of Fuzzy sets.

d) What are the operators involved in a simple genetic algorithm? 
Explain each with example.

e) What is neural network a rchitecture? Explain logistic sigmoid function 
with example.

Q.2. Attempt any four parts.
a) What is the classification of training? Explain supervised training.

b) What are the different at tributes of predicate logic? Using inference 
in predicate logic prove the following :-
(i) All man are equal.
(ii) Socrates is a man.

c) Consider X = { 2, 4, 6, 8, 1 0}. Find its power set and cardinality of 
power set.

d) Define delta rule. Explai n significance of delta rule in defining the 
weigh ts.

e) Explain operations on Fuzzy sets.

Q.3. Attempt any two parts.

a) What is meant by geneti c algorithm? Compare and contrast 
traditional and genetic algorithm.

b) Is it possible for GA to generate an individual with maximum 
fitness wit hout using mutation, but only single point crossover? If
so, give an example.

c) Explain the effect of selection, crossover and mutation in evolutionary 
computation.

Q.4. Attempt any two parts.
a) Write short notes on

(i) Perceptron model
(ii) Unsupervised andd Supervised learning
(iii) Associative mem ory

b) Discuss crossover operation in genetic algorithm and its type.
c) Explain Fuzz Inference System (FIS).

Q.5. Attempt any two parts o f the following :
a) Explain the fuzzy automa ta and languages in brief.

b) Explain the difference between the randomness and fuzziness. Also
dis cuss why we need fuzzy set theory.

c) Write short notes on the following :-
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(i) Fuzzy functions
(ii) Fuzzy control me thods
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